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Dungan Offers New Aid Plan

By Josephine Policastro

A proposal for a complete revamping of financial aid was issued by Ralph A. Dungan, Chancellor of Higher Education, late last week.

The result, as reported in last Thursday's Star Ledger, would cut 10,000 students who are now eligible for aid and yet would add approximately 9000 students who are not aided now. The effect on MSC was not clear.

Dungan seeks to grant financial aid on the basis of student need, with no consideration of merit.

A major emphasis is to simplify the application deadlines and lower the variety of applications now in use.

The proposal would consolidate six state aid programs into one termed the Tuition Aid Program (TAP).

Sam Crane, Executive Director of the New Jersey Student Association (NJSA), said the schedule for implementing the program is extremely tight.

In his timetable for TAP, Dungan is planning implementation for the fiscal year which begins in the fall of 1977. He would have the Board of Higher Education adopt the proposal in January and Brendan T. Byrne, NJ Governor, introduce it in the legislature the same month.

Dungan hopes the legislature would pass it in February.

Crane commented, "It would be extremely surprising to see the legislature process legislation as fast as is proposed."

One intent of TAP is to inform the student on how much aid he or she is eligible for before the time to choose a college.

The program would inform students of how much money they could receive for each type of institution—county, state, private college or Rutgers University.

The formula submitted by Dungan proposes that any student from a five-member family making more than $177,000 would receive no aid.

A student from a family with an income above $12,000 would get no aid if attending a county college. They would receive $250 for a state college, $310 for Rutgers or New Jersey Institute of Technology of $700 for a private college.

If family income is above $15,000 a student would not be eligible for aid to attend a state or county college. They would receive $110 for Rutgers or NJIT or $300 for a private school.

Students from families of $6000 or lower income, could receive $500 for a county college, $700 for a state college, $760 for Rutgers or NJIT or $1600 for attendance at a private college.

Dungan says that TAP would give more aid to more students.

The plan uses Estimated Family Contribution (EFC) as a basis for aid.

EFC takes into account income, number of children, number of children in college, assets held, allowances for retirement and unusual expenses.

The report says, "The TAP would produce greater equity by insuring that all qualified students have at least 40% of their total educational costs met by the combination of family contribution, federal Basic Grants and State grants."

An immediate concern is for those students whose aid will be abolished, Crane added.

Higher Education...

The Booher Commission is expected to release a report within the next two months that could dramatically alter the philosophy and structure of higher education in New Jersey. For the past year, alarmed interest groups have been diligently preparing to challenge the Commission's anticipated recommendations. Why? Story on page 3.

Flurry of Activities Greets Holidays

By Frances Fleischer

Festivities ranging from parties to prayer services will highlight MSC's Christmas and Chanukah celebrations.

Nearly a dozen organizations plan public activities. Kicking off the merrymaking is the College Life Union Board's CLUB Winter Ball, being held tonight at the Cameo in Garfield. Bids for the formal dance were sold out within hours, according to Susan Konopka, CLUB Vice President.

Beginning today and continuing through Mon., Dec. 13 is Delta Kappi Psi's (DKY) old and new toys and games drive. Toys and games are being collected in the Student Center lobby and will be donated to the Passaic County Children's Shelter.

The Italian Club is sponsoring a Christmas Dance tomorrow night in Ballrooms A, B and C from 8 pm to 1:30 am. Wine, punch, cold cuts and cheese will be served. Proceeds from the $4 admission price will go to the Club's scholarship fund.

Aphesteon, the mathematics honor society, is having a Christmas Party, open to all math majors, tomorrow evening in the math department faculty lounge.

"Kwanza," an African Christmas holiday celebration, will be presented by the Black Student Cooperative Union (BSCU) on Sat., Dec. 11 from 1 pm to 1 am in the Life Hall cafeteria. Attractions will include free food, music (Cont. on p. 2)

LAST ISSUE: MONTCLARION staff busy cramming it. Next issue in January.

Seasons Greetings?

As the semester and year draw to a close, the MONTCLARION staff would like to wish everyone a happy holiday season. We'd like to but instead we're presenting special honors for some of the more memorable (or unmemorable) moments of 1976. With tongue-in-cheek the MONTCLARION presents its special awards: See page 10.
Morale is Low

The Board of Trustees at Jersey City State College (JCS) held a meeting last night at which faculty reappointments and non-reappointments were announced.

Edward Meade, Chairman of the JCS Board, did not attend the meeting. Meade was attending a business trip in Jerusalem.

Ironically, Meade also missed last year's Board meeting where the same decisions were made.

Results of a faculty poll on morale of JCS were announced at last night's meeting. The poll described faculty morale, in the words of the professors themselves, as low.

The Board meeting was largely attended by students and faculty members. The faculty members in the audience were very vocal about their feelings on the faculty layoffs. Many faculty members heckled and booed as the Board announced their decisions.

JCS President William Maxwell noted that he will make every effort through the use of research and recommendations to land jobs for the teachers who were not asked to return to JCS next semester.

Rodents Raid GSC

At Glassboro State College (GSC), a student run food service has replaced the Automatic Retailers of America (ARA) this semester. ARA consistently received Conditionally Satisfactory ratings from the State Health Department in the past.

This year, the student run service was evaluated by the Health Department. They, too, received a rating of Conditionally Satisfactory rating.

Reasons for the Conditionally Satisfactory rating include rodent droppings on the storage shelves of the cafeteria, dead winged insects on the beef barley soup and hatched rodent capsules in the grain storage. The new food service was given a three week period to clean up their facilities.

Political Protest

This week's meeting of the Board of Trustees at William Paterson College (WPC) was attended by 400 people.

At the meeting, 10 teachers were not rehired for the coming year. Heckling, shouting and fiery speeches followed the Board's non-reappointment decision.

One professor, John Murphy from the political science department, received the loudest protest when his non-reappointment was announced. Murphy is reportedly a popular professor in the WPC political science department and a large part of the audience was made up of his students.

George Gregoriu, Chairman of the Political Science department, attended the meeting and protested the non-reappointment of Murphy. Gregoriu noted that Murphy will be a hard teacher to replace in the political science department.

Race Cut to Three


The Board of Trustees is presently seeking a replacement for Burill.

The Board's Search Committee has narrowed the selection down to three people. They are: 1) Richard Fontera, Dean of Faculty at Southeastern Massachusetts University, 2) Thomas O'Connell, President of Berkshire Community College in Massachusetts and 3) Seymour Hyman, Vice Chancellor of City University of New York.

Information on the three choices was given to the State Beacon, WPC's student newspaper, by a member of the Search Committee to select a President.

The Board will make a final decision on the new President sometime in January.

Student Fees Rechanneled

The name of the Student Service Fee has been changed to General Service Fee by the State Board of Higher Education.

The change was part of a package of resolutions which the Council of State Colleges proposed to the Board earlier this fall.

Maryanne Preztunik, SGA President, noted that the General Service Fee will be charged at a per-credit basis with no maximum charge per semester.

Satisfactory ratings from the State Health Department in the past.

The Board's Search Committee has narrowed the selection to three choices: 1) Elliot I. Mininberg, Vice President of Administration and Finance, said that the new fee structure this spring.

Frozen-out Winter Courses Listed

By Josephine Policastro

Billing and scheduling for Winter Session courses is expected to be completed this week, according to Marshall A. Butler, Registrar.

Seven study-abroad courses were cancelled, along with a course in instrumental study in music history and literature, because of low enrollments, he said.

A late registration will be held on Wed., Dec. 29 from nine until noon. Butler said this will give those who did not sign up for a course a second chance. Also students who originally registered for one of the cancelled courses will be able to pick another course.

The 157 students who registered for the cancelled and $25 each going to the three best wings.

and dancers.

on Tues., Dec. 13; the SGA will raise a $2-15 foot Christmas tree in front of the Center, according to Maryanne E. Preztunik, SGA President. Students are invited to help in the decorating and hot chocolate will be served.

Santa Claus will pose with students for pictures in the center on Mon., Dec. 13, Tues., Dec. 14 and Thurs., Dec. 16. He will be charging $1 for the privilege, with proceeds going to the Karate Club.

A Christmas Party, sponsored by the Jewish Student Union (JSU), will be held on Tues., Dec. 14 in Ballroom A from 11 am to 1 pm. Music students will observe the holiday at the Music Educators National Conference (MENC) Party on Thurs., Dec. 16. The full afternoon of partying and refreshments will also include orchestral and individual musical performances.

The Residence Hall Federation is sponsoring a trip to Radio City Music Hall to see the Christmas Show, according to Charlie Nash, Federation President. Tickets for the Sun., Dec. 19 show are available to dorm residents and their guests for $10, with bus transportation provided free.

The dorms are also conducting a holiday decorations contest, with a $50 prize going to the best lounge and $25 each going to the three best wings.

Wrapping up the list of holiday activities are the special religious services being planned by Newman House, according to Father Kenneth Herberer. A Children's Liturgy will be conducted at 6 pm on Christmas Eve in the Freeman Hall cafeteria. Midnight Mass will also be celebrated there.

Holiday Activity Flurry

(Cont. from p. 1)
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Booher Report: Higher Ed's Fate?

By Rich Figel

Within a year New Jersey may face sweeping revisions in the philosophy and structure of higher education. It may all hinge on a report that is expected from a Board of Higher Education commission within two months.

Known as the Booher commission, the group is nearing completion of its task. As the release draws near, concerned groups — such as the ideologically leftist Committee Against Racism (CAR) and the more conservative New Jersey Student Association (NISA) — are being heard from with increasing frequency and intensity.

"By late last spring most of the principles of the Commission were apparent. The basic thrust was to do two things: Beef up support for private schools and reduce the scope of admissions," Lucinda Long said. Long, faculty advisor to CAR, maintains that the Commission's recommendations will be an attempt to "go back to the Fifties when college was an elitist phenomenon."

Sam Crane, Executive Director of the NISA, feels that "access" to higher education (contingent upon admission standards, enrollment levels and college costs) will be the issue of greatest priority when the report becomes public for possible revisions.

The NJISA would adamantly oppose proposals that would make access any more restrictive than present policies.

The concerns are not unwarranted. Although the Commission has been going about its study with an unsparing aplomb, there is little doubt that the proposals will have far-reaching implications as a model system for other states to seriously consider.

In essence, the report is expected to basically substantiate 20 principles that were agreed upon by the Commission and released last May.

Under a "free market" system, State subsidies to public institutions would be reduced from 75% to 60% to make private institutions more "competitive" with State schools.

The funds reduced from institutional subsidies would be shifted to an expanded student aid program and students could use the money for either public or private schools.

Frank Robinson, NISA President, believes that the report's recommendations on student aid will be "pretty consistent" with a restructured financial aid plan, made public by Ralph Dungan, Chancellor of Higher Education.

"The use of testing to exclude is the key issue. A disproportionate number of minority students would be denied access because of inferior education," Long said, underlining CAR sentiments that the Commission's proposals are racist.

Long voiced CAR's consternation over a proposal that would force students lacking skills to enroll in community colleges for remedial work before they could attend "senior" State institutions.

After the report is released, there will be public hearings and possible revisions before it goes to the Board. If the Board accepts key recommendations it will send the report to the Legislature for approval.

Cronie hopes the NISA will be able to make further revisions. The NJISA continues to study the proposals and alternatives and CAR continues its informational role through forums and discussion groups.

Meanwhile the future of higher education in New Jersey hangs in the balance of the Commission's anticipated recommendations.
Classified

ACCOUNTING MAJORS: Juniors and seniors interested in a job with a CPA-based firm — earn credits and salary through the Coop Ed office. Call 893-4248.

BABYSITTERS NEEDED: Responsible girls and married couples needed, part or full time. Good pay — flexible hours. Call Collegiate Home Service, 445-2377.

BASEBALL CARDS: Anyone on campus want to get rid of their old baseball cards? Contact Tony at the MONTCLARION office or at 974-6163.


FOR SALE: 63 Chevy without engine, transmission. Good condition, original paint, chrome wheels, 6300. Call Bob 835-2800, ext. 255, 7 to 9 am.

FOR SALE: 68 Olds station wagon 350 955 factory air, new tires, brakes, battery and tires. Asking $450. Call 839-0234.

FOR SALE: 1975 Peugeot, 504 Sedan, 18,500 miles. Call 839-0234.


FRENCH TUTOR: French major available for tutoring now and through the Winter Session. Call 893-9339 after 7 pm. Prices negotiable.

INEXPENSIVE ROOM: Private bath, kitchen privileges, On Upper Mountain Ave, about 1/2 mile from school. $55 per week in exchange for babysitting 12-year-old girl 3:30 to 5:30 pm daily, 2 weekends. Mrs. Burke, 894-3653 day, 783-9064 night.

MAGICIAN FOR HIRE: For the coming holidays or your special occasions. Very reasonable. For info, call 471-6905 and ask for Marty.


TENNIS AND SQUASH RAQUETS: Expertly strung. Out or inlay. Low Prices. Call AI, 894-4209.


Congratulations!

Mickey Carroll and Beth Fallon
Best of Luck in the Future
From the MONTCLARION Staff.

Steve Nuiver, Sports Editor, was elected Editor-in-Chief of the MONTCLARION last week, along with 13 other staff members who will compose next year’s MONTCLARION Editorial Policy Board.

Nuiver, a junior history major, remarked, “I’ve been on the paper since I came here and I thought it would be a challenge to be Editor-in-Chief. What has to be done will be done and I won’t let anything falter.”

“The new team looks like they’re in good shape,” Donald Scarinci, Editor-in-Chief, said. “There’s no doubt they’ll be able to take the MONTCLARION several steps further.”

Frances Fleischer, presently the Feature Editor, will take the post of Managing Editor. New departmental editors include:

Steve Nuiver, Sports Editor
Rich Figel, presently Assistant News Editor
Editorial Page Editor — Sharon Beron, presently a staff reporter, Arts Editor — Anthony Grasso, presently Copy Editor, Feature Editor — Tom Craigwell, currently a staff reporter and Sports Editor — Bill Mezzomo, presently a sports writer. Helen Moschetto will be the Assignment Editor.

“I plan on making some changes that will suit my own character,” Nuiver explained.

Some of the present MONTCLARION editors will be assisting the newcomers by holding various positions. Scarinci will be holding the position of Associate Editor during the coming year. Editorial Assistants will be Irene McKnight, presently Managing Editor and Barbara Cesario, presently Copy Editor. Barbara Ponsi, presently News Editor, will serve as Copy Editor next year, being joined by present staff reporters Mary Valenti and Rich Galasso.

“New people are always welcome also,” Nuiver stressed.

“The are always people needed in every part of the paper, whether it be news, feature, arts, sports, photography or graphics.”

Also elected to editorial positions were Tim Costello as Photography Editor, presently Assistant Photography Editor, Meryl Younish as Magazine Editor, presently a staff reporter and Kevin Kesby as Treasurer, presently Editorial Assistant.

Maurice Carroll, NY Times political writer, will remain as advisor for Spring ‘77.

NJS A to Testify for Tenure

By Renee Varan

At its monthly meeting December 5 at Trenton State College, the New Jersey Student Association (NJS A) voted to testify in favor of a tenure system before the Joint Educational Committee.

The focus was on a good evaluation process, with student involvement. The present system includes a quota system, which, according to Frank Robinson, NJS A President, “tends to lock schools into programs and is inflexible.”

The NJS A also discussed but did not take a stand on the A-328 guidelines which say that as of April 1977, all tenured faculty must go through periodic evaluations of performance.

“This includes career development. For example, whether a tenured faculty member needs a sabbatical or a course of studies to improve capabilities,” Robinson said.

Also discussed was the evaluation of the NJS A Newsletter and a stress on awareness of an impending state budget crisis.

Winter’s On Its Way!!!

Sign Up Now For The Waiting List for Second Semester Housing

Apartments And Dorms

Applications Available From
The Life Hall Housing Office
Call 893-4155.
Prof Generates Interest In Earth Energy

Have you ever been intrigued by the strangest set of contraptions to hit MSC since Sasson Soffer’s metal sculpture made its brief debut near College Hall? Located outside the Industrial Arts building, they are part of a course in “Alternative Sources of Energy Conversion” taught by Marty Greenwald, industrial arts professor.

“Alternative Sources of Energy Conversion” is a recently initiated course in the industrial arts department. Students in the course get a “hands on” experience with energy conversion technology. The course material deals with subjects such as solar heating and cooling, wind energy, sewage treatment and methane gas generation and nuclear energy. The subject is dealt with on both theoretical and practical levels. Each person must construct a solar-derived or alternative energy conversion system.

Most visible of the class’s projects is John Gercon’s 15-foot wind generator (right). Begun as an independent research project 18 months ago, the generator has been revamped by Gercon this semester. Working at full capacity, the generator puts out 45 amps at 12 volts. The instrument is self-feathering at wind speeds above 40 mph. This protects the blades from shattering at such a high RPM.

Utilizing the power inherent in a small stream, Frank Hurley has designed and built a hydroelectric generator (lower right). In the final stages of construction, Greenwald (right) confers with Hurley on lubrication of the main shaft. One feature of the generator is that the rotor rises and falls with the water level to retain peak efficiency.

Adjusting the mount on his recently erected solar collector (below) is Ron Simms. With 16 square feet of surface area, the collector contributes to the heating requirements of an industrial arts shop by circulating 16 gallons of 160-degree water through the room. The collector contains over 30 feet of copper tubing, through which water circulates and is heated by the interior temperature of the instrument, which reaches 450 degrees.

Photo Essay By Tim Costello
Save Your Money For

Daytona '77

April 2-9 Choice Of Either Bus Or Plane

Plus: Hotel Accommodations At The Plaza (Directly On The Beach)
Free Cocktail Party
Transfers From MSC To Newark Airport & Plaza Hotel

Options: Daytona '77 T-Shirts Efficiency Rooms
Car Rental Breakfast Plan
Hayride Roller Skating
Disneyland

More Info: Jan. 31 Meeting Noon & 4 pm In Ballroom B
Film Presentation
Prices Of Trip Full Explanation Of Entire Trip

See You There!!!!!!!
Cherry Circulates Petition Seeking Faculty Support

By Irene McKnight

Robert Cherry, assistant professor of economics, has circulated a petition to MSC faculty members asking for faculty support for his reappointment. Cherry has not been recommended for reappointment by the Personnel Advisory Committee (PAC) of the economics department. MSC President David W.D. Dickson recently sent Cherry a letter stating that he is not recommending Cherry's reappointment to the Board of Trustees. The Board will make a decision tonight regarding Cherry's reappointment.

Last year, the PAC did not recommend Cherry for reappointment. At their December meeting, the Board followed Dickson's recommendation not to rehire Cherry. Later in February, Dickson reversed his decision and the Board followed suit. Therefore, Cherry returned to MSC this year.

Cherry has already planned a grievance hearing on Fri., Dec. 17 in expectation of the Board not rehiring him. Cherry describes the PAC evaluations as "a major distortion and outright inaccuracy" in his petition to campus faculty. The PAC reports say that Cherry is stressing personal theories such as racism in his classes, rather than concentrating on economic theories.

So far, Cherry has received over 60 responses from faculty members who support his cause and have signed the petition. Cherry described his active solicitation of faculty support as "fairly imposing."

"Faculty members in one department do not like to concern themselves with hiring procedures in other departments," Cherry said. He said that he was pleasantly surprised at the response to the petition, which was signed by a cross-section of faculty ranging from staunch conservatives to radicals, he added.

Dickson also said there are plans before the Board to accept the Studer property, located on 44 Upper Mountain Ave.

MSC now takes care of the grounds on the three acre estate, Dickson said. The property is to be willed to MSC by the owner Margot M. Studer, who now occupies the home.

The procedure for faculty evaluation begins at each individual department Personnel Advisory Committee and then moves to department chairperson, the dean of the school involved, the Vice President for Academic Affairs, Dickson, the Board of Trustees Personnel Committee and finally to the Board.

Dickson said he sent letters on Nov. 22 to those being considered tonight. They must be notified of their status by Fri., Dec. 15, he explained.

The decisions on first and second year faculty and staff are expected to be voted on in February, Dickson said.

Twenty faculty are up for tenure, 50 for reappointment and 60 professional staff members are being reviewed for reappointment tonight.

Dickson said a faculty member is either given tenure after the fifth year or terminated.

He continued, "MSC does not have a quota system on the number of faculty to be awarded tenure."

He said it is difficult to decide on the awarding of tenure. The Board is increasingly examining the number of tenured faculty in a department, he said.
Exchange of Taste

By Kathy McNeill

Seven British exchange students from Brighton, Lincoln and Leeds Polytechnic colleges in England, where they are sophomores in home economics, have spent the fall semester at MSC.

Each girl was invited into an American home for the Thanksgiving weekend. Four of the students described their holidays.

Katie Hogg, blond-haired with pretty green eyes, spent the Thanksgiving weekend in Englewood with the Sanderson family. The Sandersons' once lived in England and knew Hogg's family very well.

"It was very relaxing," Hogg, who helped with the preparation, said. "I 'stoofed' one end and she 'stoofed' the other," she said with her English accent, "and we met in the middle! I peeled and chopped the apples for a pie and set the table, too," she said.

Dinner at the Sanderson's included nine people. Hogg took a deep breath before describing the menu.

"Fresh cream of mushroom soup with sherry — Mmmmmmm, that was nice — turkey with 'stoofing' sweet potatoes, wfd rice with sunflower seeds — unusual but quite nice — brussel sprouts with fresh water chestnuts, fresh cranberry sauce and gravy.

"Dessert was pumpkin and apple pie served with wine," Hogg said, her eyes sparkling. "Then coffee and tea. We ate and ate! Afterwards we collapsed in the sitting room. After 'mucking about' (sitting around) awhile, I taught the kids the 'hoosle,' which I learned in America!"

Val Green and Carol Slinger spent Thanksgiving in Somers Point at the home of their Resident Assistant (RA), Nina, of Bohn Hall.

"We watched the 'football match' on tv in the afternoon and then the six of us went out for dinner," Slinger said.

"It was delicious," she added. Dinner included succotash and mincemeat pie which were new to the girls. "We quite liked it," they remarked.

Dot Ramsey celebrated Thanksgiving with Beth Catz, an industrial arts major, with her family in Bloomfield.

"We wanted to experience an American Thanksgiving. It is not celebrated in England," Hogg explained, "but our church often has a special service where fruits are brought for the poor of the parish."

The Catz family shared their traditional turkey dinner with Ramsey that afternoon, "it was a very good weekend," the girls unanimously agreed.

College ID Cards

Below Is The Make Up Photograph Schedule For The New College ID Card For All Those Who Missed The Initial Scheduling. Beginning With The Spring Semester 1977, The New College ID Card Will Replace Your Present Library, SGA And Rathskellar Cards And Will Be Required To Gain Access To SGA/College Sponsored Social, Cultural And Athletic Events As Well As The Media Center And Other College Facilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 13</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Noon-4 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ballrooms A&amp;B</td>
<td>5-8 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 14</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Noon-4 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ballrooms B&amp;C</td>
<td>5-8 pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Police To Restack Their Books

By Barbara Cesario

Increased accuracy and efficiency within the MSC Campus Police Department are the projected results of two information services which will be implemented by next semester.

One service is the Law Enforcement Internal Records System (LEIRS), a record keeping system intended to standardize the recording, filing and retrieving of criminal and other miscellaneous data, according to a release from James Lockhart, Director of Campus Police and Security.

The other is the Uniform Crime Reporting System (UCR), a nation-wide law enforcement program in which categories of crime and property are submitted by local, county, state and federal police agencies.

These are then centrally compiled and computed, a similar release indicates.

Members of the department completed training sessions in which they learned the procedures of both systems. The sessions were conducted by the NJ State Police at Campus Police headquarters last month, the releases noted.

Sgt. Bill Hotaling of the Campus Police explained that LEIRS involves shifting the department from their outdated record-keeping system to a series of standardized forms.

These include a property report, to be filled out in the case of vehicle or property theft, an incident report, to be used for any criminal violation and an arrest report, which would contain information on any perpetrator.

The system also includes operation report forms for noncriminal incidents such as disturbance calls and investigation report forms, to be used as a follow-up record on an incident report, Hotaling said.

He said that when the forms are printed, the department, with the help of someone from the State Police, will revert to LEIRS.

"The system should help us become more efficient and better organized and make our jobs easier as far as finding information. This will also make things easier on crime victims," Hotaling said.

At part of the UCR, the Campus Police will be required to fill out a series of forms each month which will tally all crimes and responses by different categories, including age, race, sex, location and time of day, Hotaling continued.

Information from all member departments is gathered by the state and put into the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) in Trenton. NCIC is a computerized index of criminal information which can provide needed information in a matter of seconds to officers in the field, according to Lockhart's memo.

COCA: What Does It Stand For?

By Eileen Curtis

The Council on Commuter Affairs (COCA) has kept a high profile on campus this semester. Many students don't even know what COCA is.

Lori Winke, an MSC freshman, commented, "They've never done anything for me." A sophomore remarked, "Who is COCA?"

Last semester, COCA helped almost 75% of commuters who appealed parking tickets, according to Jim Comeleo, a junior biology/sociology major and COCA member.

Presently, COCA is in a state of political limbo. The SGA now controls the commuter parking ticket appeals that were COCA's primary concern last semester.

"We're really hoping to get the appeals board back next year," Hotaling said.

He added pensively, "I don't think there's a precedent where the SGA took something like that back from a service organization. You have to wonder about the motives."

This semester COCA attempted a car pool but only 10 people ride together as a result. COCA was also instrumental in getting the handicapped parking lot behind the Student Center.

Comeleo commented, "The SGA took over the ticket appeals to see what other things COCA could do for commuters. But we had a very regular and successful appeals board last semester. We had a board of 10 to consider the appeals. If a parking appeal was accepted, we'd have it wiped out on the computer."

He added, "The SGA has been doing an erratic job with their board of about three. Appeals that we would have accepted, they denied and vice-versa. They don't even alphabetize their lists."

"We're not sure what else we can do. Parking tickets are 90% of the commuter problem. We're not in as much contact with commuters now that we don't appeal their tickets."

Student opinion concerning COCA was open-minded.

Kathy Foley, a junior marketing major, remarked, "I tried to appeal a ticket last semester but ended up paying it anyway. They (COCA) were helpful though."

Tom Rucinsky, a senior finance major, said, "I've lived with the parking problem for four years now. The answer lies in some kind of car pooling, yet that causes personal hardships for some people. COCA is in an unenviable position."

Only one unidentified commuter questioned had never encountered a parking problem.

"No sweat," he said. "I've been parking in the teacher's lot for almost four years and I've never been caught. I'm practically a part of the faculty."
Calm Before The Storm

The end of the year is always a time for reflection and thought. It’s a time to critically review what has taken place and look to the future with hope.

1976 began in crisis. It saw Ralph Dungan, Chancellor of Higher Education, bombeled with eggs as he announced the anticipated tuition increase, a decrease in enrollments and larger classes with fewer teachers for 1977.

All the fuss was blinding to many and just what the doctor ordered for others. Marcoantonio Lacatena, AFT President, had his performing stage and Manny C. Menendez, the dynamic and often autocratic SGA President, had fuel for his ego.

Over 500 students went to Trenton to protest the situation but little could be accomplished. The tuition increase was inevitable.

All the thrill and excitement of the tuition crisis distracted student and administrative leadership from looking at home affairs. The ensuing months saw an SGA executive election invalidated and the schedule booklet issued without faculty names.

But with the healing effect of time, the problems were soon forgotten and Maryanne E. Preztunik assumed the SGA corporate throne with a narrow and marred election victory.

The administration went through its metamorphosis but in this case, at least, it was for the better. Elliot Mininberg was hired as Vice President of Administration and Finance. And despite his controversiality, he brought new ideas to the campus—something that has been lacking or stifled in the past.

And so we go through '77 with the MONTCLARION and Mininberg as the main items in the news.

The new People’s President of SGA is too busy administering the corporation to take the forefront on major student issues.

And Mininberg, the new administrative VP, has his tenure to consider, after all. The rest of the campus, with the exception of a few bright spots, is relatively opinionless or too afraid to express an opinion.

So it all makes for a comparatively calm autumn. But what of the future?

Spring ’77 will see the SGA ripoff of the part time student.

Spring ’77 will see the much needed change of the SGA system of club structures into a more organized one.

Spring ’77 will see another threatened (and almost unavoidable) tuition increase—or an equal loss of services and programs.

Spring ’77 will see an SGA executive election that promises to be the most exciting in years.

So, maybe there is always a calm before a storm.
must always remember that his/her reason for being is to make the work of others more possible.

The administrator needs to be both an initiator and facilitator, both responsive and responsible, open yet decisive, confident of his judgment yet willing and able to accept advice from others. The administrator must always remember that his/her reason for being is to make the work of others more possible.

First of all, administrators need to perceive themselves as in service to others. Administrative leadership is really assessed through the work accomplishment of the constituencies he serves. We are not hired to wield power over others. We are hired to use power to help others. We must have vision. Vision not only of a future for our institutions but a clear vision of our role in that future. We cannot allow ourselves to come to the point where our jobs are more important in themselves than the role they play in facilitating the work of others.

Secondly, we must be decisive and willing to take risks. To do so fairly requires a clear sense of justice. Choices are not always clear-cut nor do they always satisfy all constituencies equally. Nevertheless, we have the obligation to choose. Implicit here is a willingness to accept being wrong from time to time. In my judgment, all administrative errors should be errors of commission not omission.

Third and most important, an administrator must study customers. To do this well requires knowledge of how the work of others is done. We are hired to use power to help others. We are not hired to wield power over others. Administrative leadership is really assessed through the work accomplishment of the constituencies he serves. We are not hired to wield power over others. We are hired to use power to help others.

The season can be lots of fun, providing you don’t get too caught up in all the color and busle and do things you might regret. Here are a few precautions.

1. Beware of the “holiday money” schemes offered by many stores. Although this promotion is absolutely legitimate, improper and careless use can result in enormous debts when the holiday season is over. Some plans merely require an authorized signature form for a specific amount of credit which is mailed to the customer and then mailed back to the store for credit approval and validation.

2. Other plans include holiday “checks” or “gift certificates.” Have you received one? These are mailed to credit customers. To use them, you must personally take them to the store’s credit office with your credit card. At that time, “holiday money” or “store money” is issued by the store. Once issued, the “money” can be used by anyone and the original customer is liable for payment.

3. For students who have credit cards, this is a time when it is very easy to get carried away. Remember, you are responsible for paying back all of your debts. Take advantage of sales during the holiday season. Don’t let your debt multiply. For those of us who haven’t, good luck! For those of us who haven’t, good luck! For those of us who haven’t, good luck! For those of us who haven’t, good luck! For those of us who haven’t, good luck! For those of us who haven’t, good luck!
Part-Timers Protest SGA Fee

To the Editor:

I am writing this letter to protest the SGA decision which would force part-time students to pay a $5.25 per credit fee. Both the decision itself and the manner in which it was reached are highly objectionable.

As far as I know, part-time students were not even consulted on the matter of SGA membership of alleged benefits. If there are indeed some students who derive benefits from SGA services, it would be appropriate for those students to pay for the services on an individual basis. But there is no justification whatever for any group, including SGA, to arbitrarily decide how the rest of us should dispose of our money. This is particularly unfair in the case of part-time students, many of whom work their way through college.

As Dean of Students, I hope that Lawton Blanton will take the necessary action to redress this injustice. I strongly urge other concerned students to join me in protesting this decision. Do not let your apathy make it possible for the SGA to defraud all of us. The cost of attending college is high enough without SGA's confiscatory policy.

Nicole Acher
Sophomore/1979

Slanderous Letter

To the Editor:

I wish to respond to Harold Ferguson's letter of Nov. 18 slandering the Humanities Curriculum Committee. His letter was obnoxious and full of falsehoods.

It was stated in the letter that Theodore Price, assistant professor of English, believes in the format of Winter Session. It is unfortunate that he does not also believe in department and school procedures. He is in fact responsible for most of the difficulties.

Student interests were considered at all times in the school committee's consideration of the "Masterpieces" course. We eight student representatives have an equal voice and the four of us present were in unanimous agreement with the professors to cancel the course for academic reasons.

I vigorously object to the charge of "elitism." Membership on the committee is voluntary and usually rotated annually, so no one person can dominate the proceedings. Also, we student representatives are obviously not part of an "elite" group, as the committee has been labelled.

Critics should be armed with objective facts before they make unsubstantiated and irrational charges. Anyone who has taken the time to inquire about the committee and its members would have discovered the truth.

Bill Bartholomew
History/French/1977

Peace on Earth, Good Will to Men

By Frances Fleischer

Disatisfaction among students, faculty and administration has characterized 1976 at MSC.

Faculty frirings, parking problems, schedule foul-ups, complaints about student organization, strike threats, tuition increases—all of these and many more have not exactly been conducive to an atmosphere of peace and unity on our campus.

Yet now we find ourselves approaching Christmas, the season symbolic of "heavenly peace." For 20 centuries, millions of people have found such peace and unity in their common following of the "Prince of Peace."

It is this, a common ground, our underlying oneness, which becomes so easily obscured during a year of injustices and irritations. It's hard to discern, amid the confusion of misunderstandings and angry emotion, our basic strivings towards the same goal; our efforts made towards the same basic end—learning.

Somehow such division doesn't fit in with the mood of Christmas. Whether you're Christian or not doesn't really seem to matter; everybody experiences a kind of elation, a feeling of positive expectation, at this time of year.

This is the feeling that we should take advantage of now. Maybe now it can be a little easier to remember that we all make mistakes, that we're not the only ones with problems, that the people who are giving us problems certainly have problems of their own.

And while we're feeling more kindly disposed toward others, why not think back on some of the positive aspects of the year? Fired faculty were rehired, the strike was averted, the ID card problem disposed toward others, why not think back on some of the positive aspects of the year? Fired faculty were rehired, the strike was averted, the ID card problem was solved.

Believe it or not, people on the whole are not out to give us trouble. It is impossible to satisfy completely the diversity of interests on this campus, or to right all the wrongs that we see, overnight. Yet we should never stop trying.

What does all this have to do with Christmas? Christ knew when to criticize the injustices of His time. But He also knew when to take time out, to put aside differences and concentrate instead on the humanity He shared with all men.

This is not a request for apathy; rather, it is a plea for "good will" on the MSC campus at Christmastime. It is a Christmas wish that the MSC community will allow the essential peace of the season to reveal the heart of our special oneness.

Frances Fleischer is Feature Editor of the MONTCLARION.

It Would Be Nice

To the Editor:

Last month my legally parked car was trapped in by two illegally parked cars. The cars were parked perpendicular to mine with about a foot to spare on each bumper.

I contacted the campus police who never showed up after almost one hour of waiting.

A kind student stopped to help me after dozens of others just passed me by. I finally angled my car out of the space with his help.

I think that this school should be a lot tighter in their security. The police should move a lot faster, give a few more tickets and make sure that these cars can't park illegally in the first place.

Finally I think that the students should get a little friendlier, not be so stuck up and give someone a hand when he/she needs help. If one of them were in trouble, they'd want some help.

Nancy Podlas
Business Administration/1979

Express Views

To the Editor:

The New Jersey Student Association (NJSJA) has selected me, Maryanne E. Prestunik - as its representative on the Advisory Committee to the Search Committee to select the next Chancellor of Higher Education in this State. The Committee consists of 17 representatives from the various interests in the higher education community.

In representing the interests of the students in the state college system, I must be able to have access to your views on higher education and in particular, on qualifications for the next Chancellor. Please express your opinions at the earliest date possible.

Maryanne E. Prestunik
President, SGA
Stereo Components for the Holidays
at Unbeatable Prices!

If you do not have your "Wholesale Privilege Card", bring your I.D. to our showroom and we will issue a card.

30 DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE If any component is found defective.

STEREO COMPONENTS

KENWOOD - JBL - SONY - TECHNICS - SHERWOOD - DUAL - TRIO - AKAI - BOSE - AR - EMPIRE - SHURE

KLH - THORENS - KOSS - DYNA - GARRARD - ESS - MAXELL - CRAIG - PHILIPS - BIC - AMPEX - BASF

JENSEN - ULTRALINEAR - WATTS - STANTON - PIONEER - MARANTZ - SANSUI

AM/FM Stereo Receiver Orig. $189.95
SANSUI 221

AM/FM Cassette Orig. $120
JENSEN 210 - 3 Head Tape Deck

CAR STEREO

PIONEER KP4000, in dash
AM/FM Cassette, Orig. $149.95
CRAG, in dash
AM/FM Cassette, Orig. $120
JENSEN 4766 COAX (Fm)
AM/FM Cassette, Orig. $159
PANASONIC CTX7, Under Dash 8 Track
AM/FM Cassette, Orig. $169

TAPE EQUIPMENT

CRAG 372, Car Stereo (Fm)
AM/FM Cassette, Orig. $319
TEAC 2200S, Best Deck
AM/FM Cassette, Orig. $339
PANASONIC R235, Portable Cassette Recorder
AM/FM Cassette, Orig. $99
AKAI 3000S, Best Deck
AM/FM Cassette, Orig. $339

For more information, call (201) 327-6528.

THE SUPER SPECIALS......

PONG TV GAME
AM/FM 8 TRACK RECORD PLAYER
CRAIG UNDER-DASH CAR STEREO

HEADQUARTERS FOR C.B. RADIOS, POLICE SCANNERS & TELEPHONE ANSWERING DEVICES

Choose Name Brands Like: PACE - COBRA - SHARP - BEARCAT - PHONOMATE

30 DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE IF ANY COMPONENT IS FOUND DEFECTIVE

Many one of a kind - Many below cost - First come - First served - Many Unadvertised Specials
Piano Man Entertains MSC Crowd

By Lydia De Fretos

"You go out on stage, do your stuff and people clap...you get this charge," said a worn-out piano player after a two hour sold-out performance Dec. 7 in Memorial Auditorium.

The man's name, none other than contemporary troubadour Billy Joel and the performance, just this side of incredible. All of the 22 songs Joel and his entourage played were greeted with thunderous applause from the crowd.

Joel is a rare artist who communicates with his audience and played for them rather than at them. His sharp-tongued humor, including a good imitation of Bruce Springsteen and the excellence of his singing, songwriting and playing add up to an example of a total entertainer.

Among the highlights in the CLUB sponsored event were; "Miami 2017 (See the Lights Go Out on Broadway)" complete with echo chamber, a new instrumental "Handball," "Captain Jack" an in-depth look at suburban society, "You're Just a Regular Person:"

"James" with some added sound effects, Joel laughed and picked up where he had left off. A surprise side-door visit to the audience startled the crowd and Joel was immediately surrounded by kising girls. This unique audience/performer relationship is due to a charisma that emenates from Joe! as soon as he steps on stage.

After three encores with the band, (the other members include; Howie Emerson on mandolin, guitar and lap pedal steel, Richard Cannata on keyboards and horns, bassist Doug Stegmeyer and Russell Javors on acoustic and electric guitars), Joel returned to the stage for a solo song. The poignant "Souvenir" from Streetlife Serenade was a perfect touch to end a musically satisfying night.

Backstage Joel was weary, this concert being only a minute segment on a nine month tour that included a trip to Australia. He is planning to have a new album ready by the summer, sometime in the future there are plans for a live record which would give him the opportunity to rerecord some of the material now no longer available without having to actually go into the studio and come up with new versions. As for the choice of material it varies and Joel and the band switch songs around for variety. He added that he never gets a chance to get tired of performing the numbers because the applause and reactions from the audience is enough of a reward and incentive to play such classics as "Piano Man."

As Joel walked into the shabby room set aside for the interview I was startled as he had changed from his suit into a tee shirt and jeans and quite unconsciously I said, "You look just like a regular person." Joel smiled and retorted "Of course, I am just a regular person." Perhaps that is what makes Billy Joel such a fine performer.

Recent Releases

It's hard to listen to Joan Baez just for her music because there's so much in her lyrics. But by the same token it's equally as difficult to follow her lyrics as there's so much there. This is the main problem with her latest record Gulf Winds, (BA&M SP-4603). Because Baez has an unusual vibrato in her voice it can at times irritate and is easier to handle when she is singing songs the listener is already familiar with.

The highlights on the album include the melodic "Still Waters at Night," the rocking "O Brother!" and the endearing "Time is Passing Us By."

Baez, at 35, is still an accomplished singer but her songwriting can be a hindrance at times. For devoted Baez fans Gulf Winds will be a breeze to accept while for others it will take a few listenings to get used to it.

An album of mostly pleasant, folk, romantic music is the premiere disc by BrownSmith Aptly titled BrownSmith, (Capitol ST-11534) the LP is mostly soothing with similarities to early Hall and Oates, Loggins and Messina and even England Dan and John Ford Coley. There is plenty of sentimentality here with all of the songs dealing with love in some form or another. The majority of the compositions written by Don Brown, who plays guitar and handles lead vocals, are mellow tunes.

The group including Garrett Smith and friends, explore many realms of musical styles including some subtle jazz and rhythm and blues. Among the best cuts are "Lightening Lady," "Forever" and "Only Love."

As a major representative of the Seattle music scene BrownSmith are an indication that a great deal of unexplored talent lies out there.

Gold-plated aptly describes the music of the Climax Blues Band, one of England's oldest groups. On their newest album Gold Plated, (Sire SASD 7523) the Band shows what a true fusion of rock and roll and blues sounds like.

The strongest cuts on the LP include "Together and Free," "Mighty Fire" and the best-selling British single "Couldn't Get It Right." "Together and Free" showcases Peter Haycock's expertise on guitar (his own really is gold plated). The only way to describe the style of music the Climax Blues Band play is that it builds in intensity, thus their name, Gold Plated is a shining example of a band at the high point of their career.

MAOC Theatre Trip
Three Penny Opera
Tues., Dec. 14
$4 Student Rate
(Includes Bus)

Bus Leaves Promptly At 6:30 pm
From SC Gas Station. (Curtain 8 pm)
For Ticket Information Call 893-5278
Or Come To Room 34 Music Building
MUSIC MAESTRO PLEASE: Gerard Schwarz will conduct the MSC 20th Century Chamber Ensemble on Sun., Dec. 12 in the SC Ballroom.

Faculty Exhibition

By Nina Lacy
The Fine Arts Faculty second biennial elegant exhibition is now on view in Gallery One now through Fri., Dec. 17, Mon.-Fri. 9 am-5 pm.
The most interesting aspect of this show is the superior quality of the works which reflect the diversity of the MSC Fine Arts Faculty itself. The many aesthetic viewpoints and variety of media facilitate the student to find his own preference in the rich selection of possibilities in his or her art expression at MSC, designated by the Board of Higher Education as a comprehensive center for the arts in NJ.
The student may be inspired by the beautiful black and white composition in photography “No.six” by Charles Martens, by the sensitive impressionistic drawing of “Dr. R. Daniel” by Ellen Mohammed; or by the exquisite globe-like etching of different textures and striking colors “The World is Round” by Lida Hilton.
William McCreath’s majestic sculpture “Ceramic Form,” executed in clay, plastic and wood; also Patricia Lay’s “Untitled” ceramic compositions of pebbles surrounded by silver and gold pyramids enrich the imagination of the art student and layman as well.
The elegant four medals “Exodus and Genesis” in Bronze and Silver by Brian Watkins; the magnificent necklace, bracelets and ring in silver with stones by Richard Kyle may enhance a new interest in different forms of sculpture, be it art for art’s sake or applied Fine Arts.

Boston, Starr and Bland From Excellent to Bland

By Tony Grasso
Three current LPs range from excellent to pleasant to bland.
The first, a debut album from a band called Boston, is the major surprise of this year’s releases. The LP, Boston ( Epic PE 34188), reveals the group as one of the best new bands in a while.
Group leader, Tom Scholz, is an MIT graduate who was a member of the Polaroid product design department (he helped create the SX-70). He decided to give it all up and form the “perfect” rock band. Though not perfect, Boston could become one of the best bands around.
The LP is dominated by heavy guitar licks but they form nice melodies throughout. The single, “More Than A Feeling,” is an example of this. Scholz and Barry Goudreau dominate the tune with hard guitar but lead vocalist Brad Delp carries the song with tight vocals.
Delp sounds very much like Eric Carmen on some tunes and the band resembles the best of the Raspberries at times. This is evident on two songs especially, “Peace of Mind” and “Rock & Roll Band.” These two songs along with “Something About You” or “Let Me Take You Home Tonight” could be the follow-up hit.
Scholz or Delp penned all the tunes; included is the eight-minute “Foreplay/Long Time” that features the melodic guitar the band uses as “their sound” and some commanding keyboard work by Scholz.
The city of Boston has had three top rock bands: The J. Geils Band was on top in the early 1970s; Aerosmith took over in popularity last year and now Boston seems to be headed towards the top. Their debut LP is incredibly tight and sounds excellent – they’re one of the new groups to look out for. 

Ringo Starr’s albums have always been pleasant to listen to and perfect musically. His new LP, Rotogravure (Atlantic SD 18193) is no exception.
The great studio musicians are present (Danny Kortchmar, Jesse Ed Davis, Klaus Voormann, Jim Keltner, the Brecker Brothers) as well as a few super stars (Paul McCartney, John Lennon, Peter Frampton, Eric Clapton). They all blend together to make all of the songs sound superb. Starr’s voice? It’s really not that bad.
The opening of the album is very good. “A Done of Rock ‘n’ Roll” (penned by Carl Grossman) and the old hit, “Hey Baby,” mix together very well and give the LP that up feeling.
Other standout tracks include “Cookin’ In the Kitchen of Love” a Lennon good-time composition; “You Don’t Know Me At All,” written by Dave Jordan and one that Starr gives a good bounce to while the tune runs smoothly and “Lady Gaye,” a Starr, Vini Poncia and Cliff Ward 1940s-type tune.
Rotogravure really shouldn’t be overlooked. With so many “people” on it and Starr’s good feeling added, the LP does succeed as a pleasant album.

Mike Berry was fortunate enough to play with Buddy Holly’s Crickets back in 1961 and also to possess a voice very similar to that of the late, great Holly. Berry’s album, Rock I in My Head, (Sire SASD 7524) tries in vain to pay tribute to the early rock master.
Berry absolutely murders “Peggy Sue” and “Think It Over” and his version of “Hey Baby” lags compared to Ringo Starr’s new rendition. “That’ll Be The Day” is performed adequately as is the old Elvis tune, “Don’t Be Cruel.” Berry’s guitar isn’t that bad as he captures that Holy sound and echo.
Rock I in My Head should be lively, as any LP would be that salutes such an innovator a Buddy Holly- but this album is bland.

Your Bookstore Wants Your Paperbacks

MSC Bookstore
Will Pay You Cash 10-15%

Give You A Christmas Credit Which Entitles You To 10% Off Any Merchandise In The Store (Except Textbooks, Sorry)

Sell Your Textbooks The Week Of Dec. 20 For Cash
**Classical Music on Campus**

Fri., Dec. 10

**Pianist Berenice**

Lipson-Gruzen will present a concert in Memorial Auditorium MSC on Fri., Dec. 10, at 8:30 pm. The concert is part of a Fall Semester series of classical music. Tickets at $2.50 for general admission, $2 for senior citizens and $1.50 for students may be reserved by calling (201) 893-5112.

After a major European tour in 1973, Lipson-Gruzen returned to the US for a series of concerts, including a solo recital at Lincoln Center's Alice Tully Hall and another in 1975, at Carnegie Recital Hall.

Concertmaster of the ensemble is Oscar Ravina, a member of MSC music department who is also a violinist with the New York Philharmonic and concertmaster of the Philharmonia Virtuosi of New York.

**Wed., Dec. 15**

The MSC Symphonic Band, under the baton of Thomas Wilt, will present a concert in the college's Memorial Auditorium, on Wed., Dec. 15, at 8 pm. The public is invited and admission is free.

Did you feel left out and lonely during the Thanksgiving holidays? Do you procrastinate and leave papers and studies to the last minute? Would you like to change?

Take charge of your feelings, learn to do what needs to be done when you want to do it. Join a TA therapy group at the Mats Center for Personal and Organizational Growth.

Transactional Analysis, Gestalt Communication and non-Verbal Psychology are combined in a growth experience, bilingual (Spanish-English) if desired. Group rates available. Contact Charles McFarren, M. Div., M.A., Phone 744-4780.

**Dance Faculty Concert**

Free Admission

Fri., Dec. 17 8:30 pm

Calcia Auditorium, Fine Arts Building

Dancers-Hermans, Nave, Roberts, Swinston & Guest Jeanette Stoner
Sports Quiz

1. What basketball player holds the major college record for the most points in one season?
2. What current professional sports franchise has gone the longest period of time since last winning their league's championship?
3. On March 7, 1959, Arlen Clark set an NCAA college record which has yet to be excelled. What was it?
4. Who kicked the winning field goal in the 1971 Super Bowl, when the Colts defeated Dallas 16-13?
5. What was the longest football game ever played?
6. Name the two switch-hitters to have led the major leagues in batting?
7. Who played in the first AFL championship game?

Wallace Pacets MSC

The MSC men's indoor track team scored in every race it entered in the Metropolitan Association's Amateur Athletic Union Track Meet on Dec. 3.

Sophomore Rich Wallace was the Indians' lone first place winner. He ran a come-from-behind victory in the 1,000-yard run. "Rich had control of the race all the way," coach Dick Grey said. "He was on pace (30 seconds per 220 yards) and he had a lot left over. He has steadily improved since he came to us last spring." Indian Captain Gene Russell

Jazz For The Sophisticated Collegiate

Parkview Lounge
493 Bloomfield Ave.
Bloomfield, NJ
748-9808

Mon. & Tues. - Unescorted Ladies .50 Per Highball
Wed. - Jazz Quintessence
Thurs. - Segue  No Admission Ever

"Break The Suburban Tierney's Syndrome"
THREADING THE NEEDLE: Two Princeton players can't stop Ellen Henry (33) of MSC from scoring a bucket in the second half of Tuesday night's basketball game.

MSC Cages Tigers

(Cont. from pg. 20)
just going to take each game one at a time.

If this first game was any indication of the Squaws' future, MSC may be headed for that lonely but coveted position at the top of the totem pole.

Number one in the nation.

MSC is now 1-0. Princeton is even at 1-1.

SQUAWS' SCHEDULE

The women's basketball team's schedule over the semester break is as follows:

DEC. 9, 10, 11—Bicentennial Classic at St. Joseph's, Philadelphia, Pa. JAN. 7 vs. William Penn College at Iona College, N.Y., 10 vs. University of Texas at MSC, 12 vs. West Chester State College at MSC, 14 vs. Seton Hall University at MSC, 17 vs. St. Joseph's College atMSC, 22 vs. Edinboro State College at MSC.

Fencers Win

MSC's fencing team defeated Rutgers/Newark 16-11 on Tuesday. Leading the team was George LaTorre who had a 3-0 record for the night. In the foil category Renee Miranda shined, going 3-0 also.

Grapplers Host Georgia

Most of the students at the University of Georgia are concerned with the Bulldogs' chances of upsetting No. 1 Pittsburgh in the Sugar Bowl, but the Georgia wrestlers couldn't care less.

Those Bulldogs are preoccupied with one of their biggest matches of the season when the Georgians visit powerful MSC on Thursday, Dec. 9, 8 pm.

Georgia has a Jersey flavor. Coach George Reid is the brother of former MSC All-American John Reid and assistant coach Ed Doran is a 1975 graduate of Trenton State.

Reid is considering bringing some five Jerseyans, whom he recruited last year, to MSC for the match. Among them are 126-pounder Barry Drill of Livingston, Jerome Gotlick (142) of Westfield, Glenn McAllister (142) of Randolph, Brian Rusen (190) of Bricktown and heavyweight Bill Spindler of Hasbrouck Heights.

The 315-pound Spindler was New Jersey State Champion this spring. He defeated Indian freshman heavyweight Art Sopelsa of Palisades Park, 2-1, in the regionals. It should be an interesting rematch.

"I'm looking forward to the match with Georgia," Indian's head coach Rich Sofman said.

"They're an up-and-coming team in an up-and-coming wrestling conference (Southeastern). I think the rematch between Spindler and Sopelsa will be a very good one."

MSC is 3-1, having swept through the Temple University Quadrangular meet. The Indians defeated Princeton, 28-15, Temple, 24-10 and Dalhousie University of Canada, 51-0 but lost to Clarion State, 34-9, Tuesday night.

Sports Sidelines

Eight MSC gridmen were named to the NJSCAC All-Star football team. Making the first team squad were Pat Connolly and Neil Torino as the guards, Bob Gardner at fullback and Orlando Alvarez at tight end.

Defensively the Indians placed four players on the team. Tackle Mario Benimeo, defensive end Mike Fox, middle guard Ralph Betcher and defensive back Mike Christadoire helped fill out the 12-man squad.

Charles DiPaola, a starter for last year's Trenton State College varsity basketball team, has been named women's junior varsity basketball coach.

Sound Effects

New Cruise Bar/Disco

Now offers a separate bar and room for men and women. A totally new layout and bar have been added for easier cruising. Now SOUND EFFECTS opens itself more to men with their own special area. Still the ultimate in Disco

Open Wed-Sun 9-3 am

Wed: Showtime with David Miller, N.Y.'s No. 1 female impersonator, with guests.


New Year's Eve Party — Fri., Dec. 31 — Price includes free cocktail hour, champagne toast, full buffet, complete breakfast, show, hats and noisemakers. Disco and Dancing 8-4 am! Call for info and reservations!

Jewish Student Union

Sponsors

Chanukah Party

Tues. Dec. 14
11 am - 1 pm
Ballroom A

Games, Latkes, Music,
Dancing, Candle Lighting
Everyone Welcome!!!
Paddle Tennis Team Wins

By Jeff Barish

In spite of the Billy Joel concert which robbed MSC of four players, a makeshift lineup handily defeated their Wagner opponents 4-1.

Leading the way were the first men’s doubles team of Lance Wildstein and Mark Emanuelle who won 6-1, 6-3, 6-0 to stay undefeated for the season. Keith Stark and Blair Conley, the second doubles team, upended their foes 6-1, 4-6, 6-3.

The mixed doubles combination of Jeff Barish and Debbie Huff made fast work of their Long Island competition 6-1, 6-3. Cindy Krieg teamed with Huff to secure a 6-0, 6-4 victory in the second women’s doubles competition.

Huff was pressed into playing two matches due to a lack of manpower. MSC’s only loss came in the women’s first doubles as Ellen Baures and Kathy Trettler suffered the agony of defeat. Coach Redd stated the playoffs will be held next Tuesday at the Pleasant Valley Paddle Club, in West Orange. MSC plays Wagner at 4 pm, with the winner meeting Princeton for the Metro Paddle Championship at 5:30 pm.

Paddle World magazine will present a trophy to the champion. Spectators are invited to watch from the comfort of the PVPC warm clubhouse.

MSC now has a corporate membership at Pleasant Valley Paddle Club. This allows students to play for $1 a player Monday – Friday from 8:30 am – 6 pm by reservation. They are also entitled to participate in events at the club at member rates.

Tribe Loses to Improved Kean

By Bill Mezzomo

"We didn’t hustle. We weren’t scrapping. We didn’t play like we wanted to win,"Attribute the previous statement to Indian basketball coach Ollie Gelston. Harsh words? Maybe. True? Well, from the looks of things Tuesday night at Panzer Gymnasium the coach’s comments seem to be valid. Witness the score: Kean College – 72, MSC – 58.

It should be noted at this point that this was the Indians’ first loss to the Squires since 1969. That’s right 1969—the year of Vietnam, college demonstrations and the moon shot. That’s a long time without losing a game to one opponent, maybe too long. There is always the inevitable law of averages and the possibility of over-confidence.

"I don’t think we were ready to play," Gelston noted. "We weren’t ready physically, mentally or emotionally."

Gelston indicated that he saw the trouble before hand.

"I didn’t like our attitude in practice. We weren’t working hard so in the game we didn’t take it to them. You can’t just step out on to the court and expect to win."

But don’t get the wrong impression, Kean worked for the win. The Squires played more like knights, a young team last year with another year of experience under the belts.

"We knew they were good and had the potential last season," Gelston noted. "The key may have come at the tail end of the first half. After the Indians had built up and maintained an early six to eight point lead, Kean opted for the full-court press, a type of strategy which can either make it or break it."

They made it. The press caused the Tribe to commit a number of forced errors (A game total of 23 turnovers, 17 of those on steals.) A pair of free throws by Squire Vince McDonald put Kean on top 28-26 with 2:26 to go.

Although the Indians bounced back on scores by John Minnema and Doug Brown to lead 32-30 at halftime, their opponents had put themselves in the position to take the lead. And that they did. The Squires reeled off some quick baskets, out-pointing MSC 14-2. Led by Chuck Raub and Nick Yankowitz, Kean went out on top 28-26 with 2:26 to go.

The Indians proceeded to miss some opportunities in close in the waning minutes. So when three consecutive steals by Kean guard Eloy Ashworth resulted directly into scores, the Squires iced the game.

"We adjusted well to their defense in the second half," Gelston said. "But we missed too many damn easy shots underneath."

By Jeff Barish

JUMP SHOT: Nick Matarazzo (13) of MSC takes a shot in the second quarter of basketball game Tuesday night.
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MSC Cages Tigers, 89-39

By Pete Baligian

MSC didn’t just beat Princeton University’s basketball team Tuesday night – it committed first degree murder.

The eighth ranked Squaws annihilated the Princeton Tigers 89-39 in Jadwyn Gym by simply outplaying Princeton in every phase of the game.

The harassing defensive play of guards Jill Jeffrey and Alice Schmidt in the final half/opened the gates for the ensuing flood of points. Every time the opposition brought the ball down court, a Squaw would pick their pocket clean and cash in on an easy layup.

In fact, most of the second half was played in the Tiger half of the court because Princeton could not get past the aggressive Squaws.

But while the second half belonged to MSC, the first half was a virtual toss up.

Princeton played tough and stayed closer to the Squaws than anyone expected. The game, a bit sloppy at the outset, settled down to be what looked like a tough game.

Although they took a 32-25 lead with them to the locker room at the half, the Squaws just weren’t playing up to their potential. “We were really tight in the first half,” head coach Maureen Wenelken reflected. “I guess part of the reason was that it was our first game, but mostly it was because we were all a little scared that we weren’t going to make the game.”

Wenelken was referring to mechanical difficulties the Squaws experienced on the way to Jadwyn Gym.

FOUL?: Squaw forward Carol Blazejowski (12) avoids a Princeton opponent and fires in a two-pointer in women’s basketball game.

The Past and Now the Future

By Bill Mezzomo

Suddenly it’s winter. Vacation is at hand and pretty soon we’ll have slush up to our posteriors. But the days of Autumn are not soon forgotten - at least on the MSC sports scene.

So here is a look at the past and a peek at the future.

The MSC gridmen finished the year with a 4-5-1 mark. A losing record? Yes. A losing season? No necessarily. First year coach Fred Hill’s squad dropped games to some tough outside competition, yet managed to go 4-1 in the NJSCAC.

Leading the attack once again, were running backs Dennis Gunn and Bob Gardner churnng up a total of 1300 yards between them. After a slow start quarterback Randy Schenauer got rolling and passed for 650 yards, with the help of Armand Assayag and Orlando Alvarez at the receiving end.

Defensively Mario Benimeo and Mike Christadore stood out helping the Indians to lead the conference in defense.

A new coach, a young team, and a big loss to GSC - but not a losing season.

The MSC booters dipped below the .500 mark with a 5-6-1 record. Coach Bob Wolfarth’s soccer squad finished third in the NJISAC winning three of six contests and tying one. Blair Conley led the way offensively, finishing second in conference scoring with five goals.

Anna Winberg and MSC field hockey are two phrases often muttered in the same breath. This season was certainly no exception. The junior ranked up 10 goals leading the Squaws in scoring for the third straight season. Unfortunately this wasn’t enough to propel the team to the championship. The Squaws finished with a 5-4-1 mark placing second behind talent rich Glassboro State College.

MSC’s cross country team made a significant improvement over last year’s 6-10 record. The harriers went 9-5 in dual meets placing second in the NJSCAC. Cliff Hampson came in third in the conference individual championship with a time of 27.10.

The women’s tennis team finished the season 6-4. The team of Stella Bednarz and Karen Patrick finished 8-2 at second doubles. Ann Nesko and Sue Regan, the third doubles squad, were 7-1.

Alex Tornello’s fall baseball squad has a disappointing 5-9 season. Pete Horn led the team in hitting, batting .340 and knocking in 10 runs. Pitching seemed to be the problem and a number of regulars were unable to make the squad this autumn. But baseball is indeed a summer game.

But what about the future? It could be a tough season for the MSC’s men’s basketball team. Ollie Gelston’s squad remains pretty much in tact from last season, but the rest of the conference seems to have shown great improvement. JSC, WPC and Kean have definitely strengthened themselves. But there are only ten NJSCAC games to play, and the Indians are certainly used to playing together, which could be a big advantage in close contests.

Center John Manning, forwards Jim Reid and Tyrone Sherrod, and backcourt man Bob Washington spell experience for the Indians.

It’s tough to improve upon success, but MSC’s women’s basketball team is forced into the position of doing so. The Squaws (20-5 last year) rated eighth in the nation must seemingly do as well or better in order to have a “successful” season. And they’re certainly capable.

Carol Blazejowski is back – a factor which in and of itself is enough to give the Squaws opponents second thoughts. But MSC faces the best competition in the nation. Some teams: Queens, William Penn, University of Texas, Immaculata ... just the biggest names in women’s basketball.

But the Squaws have the talent – and a reputation to keep up. This is Coach Maureen Wenelken’s second season at the helm and it could easily be as successful as the first.

There’s a new coach for the MSC wrestling team. His name is Rich Sofman and he has some big shoes to fill, namely Larry Sciacchitano. But the Indians have the grapplers to make Queens, William Penn, University of Texas, Immaculata ... just the biggest names in women’s basketball.
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